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maintain definition meaning merriam webster May 01 2024

1 to keep in an existing state as of repair efficiency or validity preserve from failure or decline maintain machinery 2 to sustain against opposition or danger uphold
and defend maintain a position 3 to continue or persevere in carry on keep up couldn t maintain his composure 4 a to support or provide for

to maintain vs maintaining examples usage grammar Mar 31 2024

to maintain infinitive purpose or intention use the infinitive to maintain when you want to express a purpose intention desire or potential action example i want to
maintain a healthy lifestyle maintaining gerund

maintain verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Feb 28 2024

check pronunciation maintain definition of maintain verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes
synonyms and more

maintaining synonyms 138 similar and opposite words Jan 29 2024

synonyms for maintaining preserving conserving saving protecting defending restoring sustaining keeping up antonyms of maintaining ignoring neglecting disregarding
destroying breaking hurting damaging impairing

maintain synonyms 137 similar and opposite words merriam Dec 28 2023

definition of maintain 1 as in to preserve to keep in good condition he repairs and maintains antique cars as a hobby synonyms similar words relevance preserve conserve
save protect defend restore keep up sustain safeguard manage rebuild guard service support

maintain definition meaning dictionary com Nov 26 2023

to keep in existence or continuance preserve retain to maintain good relations with neighboring countries synonyms continue keep up antonyms discontinue to keep in an
appropriate condition operation or force keep unimpaired to maintain order to maintain public highways

94 synonyms antonyms for maintain thesaurus com Oct 26 2023

verb as in care for keep up compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches continue control cultivate finance keep manage preserve protect provide renew retain
support sustain uphold strong matches advance conserve guard nurture perpetuate persevere prolong repair save supply weak matches carry on go on with

227 synonyms antonyms for maintaining thesaurus com Sep 24 2023

synonyms strongest matches durable long lasting weak matches abiding advancing carrying on chronic enduring lasting long standing old perdurable perennial permanent
persevering

maintaining definition in the cambridge english dictionary Aug 24 2023

to continue to have to keep in existence or not allow to become less the army has been brought in to maintain order in the region we have standards to maintain despite
living in different countries the two families have maintained close links the film has maintained its position as the critics favourite for another year fewer examples



maintain english meaning cambridge dictionary Jul 23 2023

add to word list b2 to continue to have to keep in existence or not allow to become less the army has been brought in to maintain order in the region we have standards to
maintain despite living in different countries the two families have maintained close links

maintain definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jun 21 2023

add to word list b2 to continue to have to keep in existence or not allow to become less the army has been brought in to maintain order in the region we have standards to
maintain despite living in different countries the two families have maintained close links

create and maintain healthy relationships psychology today May 21 2023

relationships create and maintain healthy relationships the people in your life contribute significantly to your well being posted july 21 2020 reviewed by kaja perina
friends sharing a

maintaining english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 19 2023

to express firmly your belief that something is true throughout his prison sentence dunn has always maintained his innocence that he maintains that he has never seen the
woman before thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples more examples smart vocabulary related words and phrases maintain verb t provide

maintain meaning of maintain in longman dictionary of Mar 19 2023

from longman dictionary of contemporary english main tain meɪnˈteɪn mən s2 w1 awl verb transitive 1 make something continue to make something continue in the same way or
at the same standard as before careers officers maintain contact with young people when they have left school britain wants to maintain its position as a world power

maintain definition and meaning collins english dictionary Feb 15 2023

1 verb if you maintain something you continue to have it and do not let it stop or grow weaker the department maintains many close contacts with the chemical industry
verb noun push yourself to make friends and to maintain the friendships verb noun the emergency powers to try to maintain law and order verb noun 2 verb

examples of maintain in a sentence merriam webster Jan 17 2023

verb definition of maintain synonyms for maintain the pilot was struggling to maintain control of the aircraft he has found it difficult to maintain a healthy weight it
was obvious that the house had been poorly maintained she was finding it hard to maintain her balance

maintain definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Dec 16 2022

meɪnˈteɪn ipa guide other forms maintained maintaining maintains maintain means to keep the same keep steady keep up or keep going sure you can ride your bike super fast
on a flat surface but it can be hard to maintain that speed or keep the same speed going up a hill when you maintain a strict study schedule you stick to it

building and maintaining a building and maintaining a army Nov 14 2022

the purpose of this handbook is to help command teams and other leaders build and maintain a positive climate in their organization to meet this goal this handbook covers
why climate matters



maintaining vs maintain deciding between similar terms Oct 14 2022

it means to continue or preserve something in its current state here are some examples of how to use maintaining in a sentence she is maintaining her weight by exercising
regularly and eating a balanced diet the company is maintaining its position as a market leader by innovating new products

tips to help you maintain balance in life and at work Sep 12 2022

maintaining balance literally sometimes maintaining balance can be messy even when we find overall balance in our lives there are going to be times when we are overloaded
times when we realize we need to pare down and times when we can t pare down right away but can work toward greater balance in the near future
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